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Mina Calvi, Italian transplant to Southern California, thinks her love life might finally come together,

just as her professional life has. Her Furry Friends Foundation, a no-kill shelter for rescued cats and

dogs, is a success, and Mina hopes she may find a loving forever home for her-self, in the arms of

Diego Moran, her elusive, frustratingly mysterious, on again-off again, lover.When a seemingly

innocent night out with friends lands Mina in a hospital bed and Diego undercover, and not the

covers Mina wants him to be under, Mina has to draw on all her new-found maturity, and all her

supportive friends for strength.Meanwhile, a Best in Show cat takes up residence at the Ritzy Cats

B&B, MinaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s other venture, setting Mina on the trail of a suspicious character who might

not have the cat's best interests at heart. Add a Matchmaker to the Stars, a temperamental Italian

chef and the usual menagerie of people and pets, stir it all up and you have an entertaining, hard to

put down romantic tale of suspense.
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I discovered this author by accident and became obsessed with the entire series. The characters

are fun and the storyline has romance and danger. Well worth the read.

Once again, MinaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s adventures are numerous and unexpected. I love spending

time with Mina and her friends, and Best in Show is like a visit with old friends, or maybe peeping

into MinaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s diary. Her reunion with Diego is interrupted in a frightening and

dangerous way and the search to discover who is behind the situation leads to a surprising

discoveries. We also have a bitter sweet reunion with Kalinda who we get to know better. Mina

hasnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t seen her since the explosion that was supposed to kill Diego. I think her

experience are the best part of this novel. Another cat is the focus of questions and concerns and

leads them in an unexpected circle.

Mina's Adventures books by Maria Grazia Swan are favorites of mine. I especially like this author's

style and am eagerly awaiting her next book. Surprise endings characterize this book as well as

others. The reader may think that the heroines are somewhat stupid but in a lovable way that may

assist in solving crimes. Animals also play a delightful role in these books, indicating that the author

is a pet-lover. Hopefully the next Mina's adventure will be published soon.PS: Thank you Maria

Grazia Swan for this book and its predecessors.

The Mina books are a fast-paced, fun mystery series. Best in Show continues to add to the

dimension of the characters, their lives, and the reader also continues to learn about cat shelters

and the need for pet adoption. The book cover is great! Like the art work. Many of us current or

former pet owners know animals have their personalities. Avid readers will enjoy the author's ability

to keep the story line moving along and the reader engaged.Thanks, Maria, for sharing your talent.

Mina is back, and with every book, she is maturing. She still is very insecure, but her good friends

jolly her along...teasing her and helping her to understand that life doesn't have to be without

hope....She does tend to look on the gloomy side. These books are about Mina's dangerous

adventures, and it's amazing how much trouble seems to follow her. At last she is beginning to

really believe that Diego does love her. And, I suspect, that will be the beginning of another story.

What a keep you at the edge of your seat book. I finished this book in about a week. That is the

fasted I have ever finished one before. This is a must read.



That Mina Calvi is hard to keep up with. As usual, she's in the wrong place at the wrong time and

winds up in trouble up to her pretty little neck. Mina is as unpredictable as ever. The mystery man is

as enigmatic as ever. And the plot is as fast-paced as ever. Maria Grazia Swan's series of Mina's

Adventures is always good for escaping for a few hours. Recommended.

I received this book as an ARC for review. Maria has done it again! She keeps you laughing and

interested, wish I didn't have to put this book down. I have even begin to like cats since I started

reading this great series.
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